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OSIRIS research questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

How can we identify the impact of science and
the processes that lead to it?
Under which conditions does research lead to
economic and social effects over time?
How does impact vary between research fields
and societal sectors?
How can science policy and framework
conditions be shaped to stimulate impact?

Human genome revolution
• A change in knowledge-control regimes
(Hilgartner 2017)
• The rise of data-centric biology (Leonelli 2016)
• New knowledge professions
• Imaginaries of personalised medicine and
individual gene therapies

Background: Rare Diseases (RD)
• Rare disease: a condition defined (in the EU) as
affecting 5 in every 10,000 persons.
• Ultra-rare disease: 2 in every 10,000.
• Around 8,500 rare diseases have been identified and
classified
• New conditions are added to this list at the rate of
around 25 per month. Around 80% of known rare
diseases are genetic conditions.
• The organisation of scientific research (and
innovation) is interwoven in problem-solving for rare
disease diagnosis, treatment, and care.
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Research questions
• What impact is human genome science having
on the search for RD diagnoses?
• What is the impact of introducing next
generation sequencing (NGS) technology into
RD clinical contexts?
• Empirical research question: how have clinical
testing practices changed in RD diagnosis?

Theory: Routines
• The basic unit for understanding collective
processes of organising
• Particularly in large and complex organisations
(Nelson & Winter 1982)
• Sets of dispositions that prefigure behaviour
(Hodgson 2008)

Theory: Systems of fragmented
knowledge
• Systems of fragmented knowledge focus on
the performative challenge of processes that
bring together people, technologies and
organisations to address complex sociotechnical problematics (Bruni et al. 2007)
• Useful in contexts of high uncertainty, novelty,
emergent challenges

Rare genomics
• From private hobby to heterogeneous systems
of distributed expertise
• At level of clinical practice, engagement in
building routines, developing capabilities and
institutionalising modes of organising
• (Extreme) uncertainty, irregular workflows,
idiosyncratic cases, isolated patients and
disconnected experts

Methods & data
• Interviews with Directors, clinicians,
laboratory managers, researchers in 11
Centres of Expertise for RD in 11 MS Initial
interviews conducted during phase of
institutionalisation of NGS testing for
diagnosis of RDs (2014) (n=74)
• Follow-up interviews underway now

RD diagnosis:
A needle in a haystack
“Well, with the human genome sequencing, this is something that happens all the
time. But there’s two scenarios. The first one, if it’s something that is completely
different that I’ve never seen anything like it before - so, for example, I had two
patients who are deficient in prostaglandin. So, this is something I know nothing
about. The science I only looked at 30 years ago. And the patients are very sick and
they are completely different clinically from my other patients. So, for that what I
had to do is I had to, first I had to collaborate with the basic scientists to make
the diagnosis and to understand what basic science said. And then, again, helped
by the basic sciences I did some reading and I look at animal models, and I thought
about my knowledge of immunology... I tried to relate that to the clinical findings
with the patient. And then I tried to find people in the world who had similar
patients. There was one other patient in the US who had a similar thing. So, I
contacted the physicians of that patient. And then I worked out which treatments
might be effective and I tried to get those treatments to the patient. And I did
some, also, as well as doing the laboratory, the basic science research test to
confirm the diagnosis, there were also some standard diagnostic tests that could
be used to also help confirm. So, everything together.”
(RD Clinician )
•

Clinical diagnosis testing: simplified workflow
Primary consultation with patient

Clinician requests laboratory tests

Laboratory performs tests and reports results to clinician

Diagnosis certain

Diagnosis uncertain

Treatment/care plans

Further testing & assessment

Into the new
• We are now - very recently, we bought a MiSeq to perform machine
sequencing. We are just starting with this kind of sequencing, but
we don't have any experience at the moment. So, actually, first of
all, we have to learn how to use it. I mean, of course, we are doing
some trainings in that. By the company who sell us the machine,
and also I have been especially in a hospital in Madrid, and they
have three different machines. So, I was there just taking a look at
the stuff. Probably a biologist from my lab will go there for a
couple of months to see how it works because they are applying
this technology for diagnosis, which is our main interest now. So,
we also, in the meantime, while we are, you know, starting using it,
we are designing some tunnels of genes to start to work on.
(RD Centre Director)

New data, new tasks, new roles
• Genetics is not my -- you know, my expertise. So, I don't know
much about it...... You know, I rely on our geneticists' interpretation
of their data by themselves.
(RD pediatrician)
• Genetic testing…it already generates problems because I mean in
the old days you just asked for one test for a given disease; now you
will sequence a lot of the person’s genome and will find a lot of
different variations and mutations. Information that you didn’t ask
for in the outset and how to manage that. How much does the
patient actually want to know and then what is of clinical
significance. So, that’s really something we need to have guidelines
for and we are developing in that medical genetic society now. But
it’s not that easy.
(Senior RD clinician)

Finding our way
• It depends on the diagnostic hypothesis. If I need a test, I send to this is regulated by different - how can I say? - different convention.
The hospital decides to do a part of the genetics, but it can’t do
everything because of the cost. So, the hospital sends some of the
tests out from here and pays someone who does these exams. It’s
not my decision...... It is not simple to understand the results. And
there is the collaboration with not also the geneticist, but also
with I think the engineer or bioinformatics. So, it’s a lot of work to
have the results and then you have to understand whether - what
the explanation of the results that they tell you. It’s not easy. What
we are doing now is try to collaborate with each other, with the
physician and clinicians, with people who do this kind of exam and
try to understand and to compare the results with the patients. The
next step we are going to meet to do this kind of relation.
(RD clinician)

Don’t leave us in the dark!
• Having the lab involved in external quality assessment is very,
very useful for learning on how to truly write good
interpretations. It’s not necessarily that we have it the very same
way as in we -- as it has to be for the external quality assessment
test. So, yeah, I have to [admit] it’s a very long, ongoing process. It’s
been like two years ago, I believe, a huge discussion among
ourselves like in the centre of the medical genetics on which data
should be necessarily provided to the lab from the genetic
counselor because sometimes there are situations that we get only - I don’t know, just like genetic consultation or something like that
as a diagnosis that you don’t have any other data on that. So, we
had to set like sort of rules or criteria on how much data does the
lab need and how much data the genetic counselor should
provide.
(Laboratory manager)

Constructing meaning
• We write the report with an interpretation and if there is a problem
or they (clinician) don’t get it they call us and we further explain it
so I think over the years, we improve this very much. Of course we
also have had to learn how to write this, how to make it clear......
of course sometimes the clinicians call us one hundred times
because they don’t get the idea!
(Laboratory manager)
• We expanded the sequencing range. Say, like having information
not only from the main sequence but from some flanking sequences
as well. So, we have to explain that all to genetic counsellors and
like to keep up on telling them that it’s like -- you can get more
results!
(Laboratory manager)

Pressure on practices

Clinical diagnostic testing: integrating NGS
Primary consultation with patient
Clinician requests laboratory tests within scope of awareness
Tests outsourced
Laboratory requests additional patient data from clinician
A
Laboratory reports bio-markers and writes interpretation
Clinician certain about results

Clinician uncertain about results

Diagnosis certain

Diagnosis uncertain

Clarifies interpretation
with Lab directly

Refers interpretation to
collective

Treatment/care plans

Further testing
&assessment

Diagnosis certain

Interpretation
discussed and situated

Treatment care/plans

Case strategy
developed
Further testing &
assessment

Learning and innovating
Laboratory staff

Institutional course on writing genetic test result interpretations

Genetic testers

Visit or extended stay in collaborating laboratory (preferably using
same NGS technology – importance of communities of practice)
Laboratory Manager introduces and leads discussion of tests in
clinical meetings
In-house development, adoption and promotion of guidelines for
clinical data to accompany testing requests

Clinicians
Centre of expertise

Outsourcing of unfamiliar or expensive to bootstrap tests to private
testing laboratories

Mechanisms
• Training (hands on)
• Mobilization of networks (cognitive)
• Activation of communities of practice
(technical)
• Development of guidelines
• Diffusion of best practices
Outcome: an improved system of practices for
the process of genetic testing for new RD
patients

Results
• Introduction of NGS to some extent fractured
the clinical community
• Challenges in conceptualising possibilities and
outcomes of NGS stronger for those who hold
the case history experience
• Reconfiguration of weakly institutionalised
routines
• Technological innovation mobilised more
distributed capabilities

Conclusions
• NGS can be understood as industrial scale
technological application of genome science
• Impact of NGS at the level of clinical diagnostic
practice is profound (for ontology, epistemology
and organisation)
• In RD context, impact of the application remains
dependent with a dialogue with new research
discoveries
• Policy: potential routine application in UHC
contexts contrasts with the specificity and
performativity in the RD problem area
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